ABSTRACT In the real world, different artists draw sketches of the same person with different artistic styles both in texture and shape. Our goal is to synthesize realistic face sketches of different styles while retaining the input face identity, only using a single network. To achieve this, we employ a modified conditional GAN with a target style label as input. Our method is capable of synthesizing multiple sketch styles even though it is based on a single network. Sketches created by our method show sketch quality comparable to the state-of-the-art sketch synthesis methods that use multiple networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Face sketch synthesis has been studied for a long time because of its wide range of applications. It plays an important role in both digital entertainment and video surveillance-based law enforcement [1] . For the last few years, great progress has been made in developing sketch synthesis methods. They produced realistic and sharp sketches while preserving the identity of input photo. However, most sketch synthesis studies generate only a single style sketch for an input photo.
In real world, many different artists can draw sketches of a same person and their sketches are very different from each other both in texture and shape. This is mainly caused by biases added by artists with different perceptual and drawing styles [2] , [3] . Because of these biases caused by artists, sketches drawn by an artist have unique characteristics. We call these characteristics sketch style. Previous state-of-the-arts face sketch synthesis methods have fitted one network to each sketch style, which is very inefficient in terms of memory use. Also, their methods show deficiency in their sketches, especially in shape exaggeration. Our goal is to synthesize realistic face sketches of different styles while retaining the input face identity, only using a single network. Refer to Fig. 1 .
Recently, generative adversarial networks (GAN) [4] have achieved great success in various image synthesis problems. To achieve our goal, we use a modified conditional
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Md. Asikuzzaman. GAN (cGAN) [5] . Given a face photo and target style label as the inputs to our network, the generator synthesizes a sketch of the face with the input target style. The discriminator checks whether the synthesized sketch is close to the target style or not. In addition, we improve the sketch quality by using SSIM loss and SE-block [20] . SE-blocks learn the weights for each channels of the feature map.
We have designed our network so that it can be trained using paired training data because, as can be seen in Fig. 1 , a complete set of sketches with different styles we consider is not available.
The main contributions of this research are summarized as follows:
• We present a single network consisting a pair of generator and discriminator that is well capable of synthesizing sketches of multiple styles.
• The proposed method can learn multi-stylistic sketch synthesis only using paired datasets of single sketch style.
• We improve the sketch qualities by using SSIM loss and SE-blocks.
• Sketches synthesized by our method are comparable to state-of-the-art sketch synthesis methods that use multiple network. Especially, for sketch style with a small amount of training data, our method shows better sketch synthesis performance than those state-of-the-art methods. In this paper, we only consider hand-drawn viewed sketch. However, our method can also be used for the generation FIGURE 1. Face sketches of multiple styles generated by StarGAN [17] and our method. Sketches are very different even they represent a same person. Our method generates sketches of different styles using a single network.
of forensic or composite sketches, or artistic style and face attributes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes related works. In Section III, we depict details of our method. Experimental results are presented in Section IV.
II. RELATED WORKS
Over the past few years, great progress has been made in developing sketch synthesis methods. Face sketch synthesis methods can be broadly classified into data-driven methods and model-driven methods [6] . Data-driven methods synthesize a sketch from the linear combination of the training sketch patches [9] - [12] , [25] , [26] while model-driven methods learn a mathematical function to map a photo to a sketch [13] , [14] , [27] , [28] . Recently, GAN based sketch synthesis methods, which can be considered as model-driven methods, have shown remarkable results [6] - [8] . Hence, we describe previous face sketch synthesis methods separately into three groups: data-driven methods, model-driven methods, and GAN based methods.
A. DATA-DRIVEN FACE SKETCH SYNTHESIS METHODS
Generally, data-driven methods [9] - [12] , [25] , [26] have two steps. For a given test photo patch, they search for similar photo patches and their corresponding sketch patches from training data. Then, the output sketch patch is generated by a weighted linear combination of those sketch patches.
Wang and Tang [12] take neighboring compatibility into consideration using Markov random field (MRF). Zhou et al. [9] improved the MRF method using linear combination of K neighbor patches to overcome the deformation problem. Gao et al. [11] used sparse representation to adaptively determine the number of nearest neighbors and proposed a sparse representation based enhancement strategy for synthesized photos and sketches. Wang et al. [10] proposed random sampling strategy in place of similar photo patch search and employed a locality constraint to model the distinct correlations between the test photo patch and sampled photo patches while computing the weights of linear combination. Based on [10] , Wan and Lee [25] proposed a joint training model to consider the training sketches during the weight computation process and modified locality constraint. However, aforementioned methods showed limited performance, yielding serious blur and artifacts in generated face sketches.
[26] synthesized high-quality sketches of artistic styles using a case-based reasoning strategy. However, it was not intended to synthesize a complete sketch with hair. Our method has been developed to synthesize a complete face sketch. 
B. MODEL-DRIVEN FACE SKETCH SYNTHESIS METHODS
Model-driven face sketch synthesis methods [13] , [14] , [27] , [28] learn a photo to sketch mapping function during the training stage. Then, given a test face photo, the mapping function can predict a synthesized sketch. Usually, modeldriven methods are fast in the test stage compared to datadriven methods because time-consuming parts are completed in the training stage.
Zhu and Wang [27] proposed a ridge regression model to learn the mapping between photo patches and their corresponding sketch patches in the same cluster. Inspired by great success achieved by deep learning techniques in various tasks, researchers have tried to use deep learning models for face sketch synthesis models [13] , [14] , [28] . To our knowledge, [13] is the first sketch synthesis study based on deep learning. They employed a fully convolutional neural network (FCNN) to synthesize sketches. In [14] , sketches are generated by a FCNN, then refined using patch-wise style transfer. Jiao et al. [28] proposed a modified convolutional neural network using advanced network architectures such as mlpconv layers and overlapping max-pooling for sketch synthesis. While deep learning based methods outperform handcrafted feature based methods, their synthesized sketches still suffer serious blur.
C. GAN BASED FACE SKETCH SYNTHESIS METHODS
GAN [4] is implemented by two modules: discriminator and generator. Discriminator tries to distinguish between real and synthesized images as accurately as possible, while generator's goal is to ''fool'' the discriminator by synthesizing images which are close to real images as much as possible. By adversarial learning, generator can achieve its goal.
Sketch synthesis methods have been developed using advanced GAN methods such as cGAN [5] . cGAN [5] uses two techniques to generate an output image corresponding to the input photo. 1) They use conditional GAN setting, so both generator and discriminator observe the input photo. 2) They combine an adversarial loss with a L 1 loss.
Thus, it requires paired data samples. They employ a new discriminator architecture called PatchGAN that only penalizes structure at the scale of patches. With the PatchGAN discriminator, GAN loss encourages high frequency crispness, while L 1 loss enforces correctness at low frequencies.
[6] first synthesized a sketch using cGAN. Then they project the synthesized sketch into training sketch space in order to reduce noise from pixel to pixel mapping. However, this projection yields unintended blurred effect in the final sketch. In CA-GAN [7] , the authors synthesized sketches based on cGAN but uses pixel-wise facial labels as additional information. They not only employed both face photo and facial labels as input, but also exploited facial labels to give more weight to small facial parts when computing pixel loss. Moreover, they refined the synthesized sketch by stacking an additional GAN network.
Wang et al. proposed PS 2 -MAN [8] which was developed based on GAN involving multi-adversarial networks. Their generator synthesized sketches of three different resolutions from a single input photo. By doing so, their network enabled implicit iterative refinement. To train their network, they implemented three different discriminators to deal with sketches of three different sizes. In addition to adversarial loss and L 1 loss, they also used Cycle-consistency loss [15] for regularization. Cycle consistency loss enforced reconstructed input domain image to be similar to the original input. Therefore, PS 2 -MAN required two generators (for forward and inverse mapping) and six discriminators for training.
While CA-GAN and PS 2 -MAN synthesize plausible sketches, they are very inefficient and ineffective in multistylistic sketch synthesis because they consider only a single sketch style per training. That is, k different networks must be trained to learn sketch synthesis of k different styles.
D. MULTIPLE SKETCH STYLES GENERATION
To our knowledge, [16] is the only face sketch synthesis method which produces face sketch of multiple styles. It converts photos to arbitrarily stylistic sketches based on template sketch. However, it is not capable of processing changes in shape. So, the results are not realistic sketch and do not reflect the target sketch style that involves shape change. In contrast, our method can synthesize sketches that accommodate changes in both shape and texture.
Although it was not developed for face sketch synthesis, StarGAN [17] can also be used for multiple sketch styles generation. StarGAN was developed to perform many-to-many mappings using a single pair of generator and discriminator. Based on CycleGAN, StarGAN generator receives a target domain label as an additional input and translate the input image to target domain. Its discriminator learn to distinguish between real and fake images and classify the real images to its corresponding domain using a discriminator with two outputs (real/fake and domain classification). However, experimental results indicate that their synthesized sketches are not realistic. Refer to Sections IV-C and IV-D.
III. OUR METHOD
We train generator G to translate input photo x to sketch y of the target style l T , G (x, l T ) → y. To translate a photo to its corresponding sketch of the target style, discriminator D must be able to classify the sketch style during training in addition to a real/fake decision. We follow the approach of [18] to train the discriminator with sketch style labels. Fig. 2 shows the overall view of our network. 
A. DISCRIMINATOR
Our discriminator is not a binary classifier for real/fake decision. It classifies the sketch styles considered. Different to StarGAN discriminator which has two separate outputs for real/fake decision and domain classification, our discriminator has an output of a single k+1 dimensional vector of logits {l 1 , . . . , l k , l k+1 }. l 1 to l k are logits for sketch styles of 'real sketch', and l k+1 is the logit for fake sketch. Therefore, our discriminator does not compute the probabilities of sketch styles for fake sketch. In contrast, the StarGAN discriminator compute the probabilities of sketch styles even if the input sketch is decided as fake sketch. That is, our discriminator does not waste network's capacity. Experimental results show that our discriminator is more effective in learning realistic sketch styles than the StarGAN discriminator. The discriminator network is constructed using a 70 × 70 PatchGAN [5] architecture.
B. GENERATOR
For generator, we use the U-net [19] 
There is another way to encode the input data. We can encode photo and target style label together using a single encoder as StarGAN. However, our method with label encoder is more effective because two encoders can focus on photo and target style label separately. Experimental results show that our label encoder method is capable of generating more realistic sketch styles.
We also exploit SE-blocks [20] at every layer in generator except the label encoder and the last layer. Because SE-block learns the weights for each channels of the feature map, we could achieve better performance. [21] also reported performance improvement by SE-blocks in GAN. Table 1 shows our generator architecture. Each module is in the form of Convolution -Instance normalization -SE-block -Activation function.
C. LOSS FUNCTION
Previous approaches have found it beneficial to mix the GAN objective with a traditional loss such as pixel distance [5] . We use L 1 pixel distance between generated sketch, G(x, l T ), and ground truth sketch, y real , because L 1 distance encourages less blurring than L 2 distance.
In addition, we have implemented SSIM loss to enhance the sketch quality. Through numerous experiments, we have observed that hair texture becomes more realistic by use of SSIM loss.
Our final loss function for D and G are as follows:
and
y real is ground truth sketch images of sketch style l T , l fake label vector to denote fake,l discriminator output.
l is a given label. λ 1 and λ 2 are hyper-parameters that control the relative importance of pixel loss. In this paper, we use 50 for both λ 1 and λ 2 .
D. TRAINING
We use two time-scale update rule [24] for training. By using different learning rate for generator and discriminator update, GAN training becomes more stable. We employ the learning rate of 0.0001 for generator and 0.0004 for discriminator.
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. DATABASE AND EXPERIMENT SETTING
For experiments, we use three different databases of different sketch styles: CUFS [12] , CUFSF [22] , IIIT-D [23] . Each database consists of face photo and sketch pairs which are drawn by a single artist. Fig. 3 shows examples of sketch style of each database. They show different exaggeration and expression. CUFS sketches have no exaggeration. They are very close to the original photo. We can see the pencil lines expressing depth and brightness. We have used 260 photo and sketch pairs for training, and 51 pairs for test. CUFSF sketches are very different from the original photo because the artist intentionally exaggerates the shape. We have taken 956 photo and sketch pairs for training, and 238 pairs for test. IIIT-D is relatively a small dataset. Their sketches are also exaggerated but in a different way from CUFSF. 64 photo and sketch pairs are used for training, and 8 pairs for test.
For experiments, we have used grayscale photos as input because CUFSF is a grayscale image database. All images are aligned by eye position and initially cropped to 272×272. Then they are randomly cropped to 256 × 256 for training.
For the ablation studies in Sections IV-B and IV-C, we have built a small network by halving the number of channels because of training speed, and trained 500 epochs with the batch size of 16. For other experiments, we have trained our full network for 1400 epochs with the same batch size.
B. ABLATION STUDY: SSIM LOSS AND SE-BLOCK
We have experimented with the small version of our network for five different settings: (a) baseline (L 1 loss) without SSIM loss and SE-blocks, (b) only SSIM loss, (c) L 1 loss with SSIM loss, (d) L 1 loss with SE-blocks, and (e) L 1 loss with both SSIM loss and SE-blocks. We have computed the structure similarity (SSIM) index and feature similarity (FSIM) index [29] to objectively assess the quality of synthesized sketches. It is worth mentioning that both SSIM and FSIM values for the synthesized images are referential but not infallible. They often show conflict values with perceptual assessments by human, though FSIM is known to show higher consistency with perceptual assessments compared to SSIM. Table 2 gives average SSIM values and FSIM values of each setting for different databases considered. The setting (b) of only SSIM loss shows slightly higher values than the others while there is no meaningful difference in SSIM and FSIM values for different settings. The synthesized sketches from CUFSF photo in Fig. 4 show the performance differences in visual quality. Without SSIM loss as Fig. 4 (a) and (d), sketch results have rough outline and show serious artifacts. We have achieved the best quality sketches in (e) when we use both L 1 and SSIM loss with SE-block. They show the smallest artifacts and better reflect each sketch style, especially on cross-database results (non-CUFSF styles). The setting of (c) also generated plausible sketches, but they show more artifacts compared to (e) in the left eye and ear in the IIIT-D style sketch. The size of left and right eyes appears different in the CUFS style sketch.
C. ABLATION STUDY: DISCRIMINATOR AND TARGET STYLE LABEL ENCODING METHOD
We contrast our network with StarGAN in terms of discriminator and target style label encoding method as follows.
• Our discriminator has a single vector output of which element shows sketch styles of 'real sketch' and real/fake decision. In contrast, the StarGAN discriminator has two separate outputs for real/fake decision and domain classification. Our discriminator does not compute the probabilities of sketch styles for a fake decision while the StarGAN discriminator does
• StarGAN encodes photo and target style labels together using a single encoder while our method encodes photo and target style labels separately using two encoders. To compare the discriminator performance, we have conducted experiments where the discriminator of our network is replaced by the StarGAN discriminator. For the experiments of comparison of target style label encoding methods, we removed label encoder and applied StarGAN label encoding method to our network. Table 3 and Figs. 4(e), (f) and (g) give the comparison results. In Table 3 , our method shows the slightly higher values in both SSIM and FSIM than the other methods. The visual comparison in Fig. 4 shows the performance difference between the three methods more clearly. Our method synthesizes plausible sketches with the smallest artifacts for the three sketch styles, while the other two methods show serious artifacts for cross-database sketch styles. For example, we can see serious artifacts at the edge of the face in the CUFS style sketches in Figs. 4 (f) and (g).
D. FACE SKETCH SYNTHESIS COMPARISON
We have compared the sketch synthesis performance of our method with state-of-the-arts [7] , [8] , [14] and StarGAN [17] . Our method and StarGAN employ training of a single network for generating sketches of multiple styles while the other state-of-the-art methods require separate training for each sketch style. Fig. 5 shows examples of the synthesized sketches. Our method successfully synthesizes target style sketches with minimum artifacts and blur. In contrast, [14] and StarGAN have failed to generate plausible sketches for CUFSF and IIIT-D styles which features shape exaggeration. We have trained PS 2 -MAN [8] using the code and parameter settings presented in their paper. However, PS 2 -MAN has failed to generate plausible sketches in our experiments. While CA-GAN [7] synthesizes high quality sketches for CUFS and CUFSF style, it requires face part labels as additional information to synthesize a sketch. Also, their IIIT-D style sketches suffer serious blur. It seems that the number of IIIT-D training data is not enough to train CA-GAN. On the other hand, our method synthesizes fine sketches of IIIT-D style. Our single network jointly learns target sketch styles using all training data. Therefore, it has an advantage when learning target style with a small amount of training data such as IIIT-D. Though our method better synthesizes IIIT-D style sketches than the other state-of-the-art methods, its sketch quality is not as good as sketches for the other sketch styles due to lack of training data. As can be seen in the last row of Fig 5, the IIIT-D sketches generated by our method show unrealistic hair texture, and front hair is missing. Table 4 gives SSIM and FSIM values of previous state-tothe-art methods and our method on each database. Although our method does not yield the highest values, it has achieved average SSIM and FSIM score comparable to the methods that are developed for single style sketch synthesis.
To quantitatively measure the perceptual assessment, we have performed a user study by referring to the StarGAN's user study. We have just modified it to give the sketch style information to the user. We have created a Google forms * and divided it into three sections for those CUFS, CUFSF, and IIIT-D sketch styles. Then we show real sketch/photo pairs at the beginning of each section, so users can learn the sketch styles. Given an input photo, users are instructed to choose the best synthetic sketch based on perceptual sketch quality, preservation of original identity, and conformity to the target sketch style. The options are five randomly shuffled sketches generated from five different methods. The total of twenty questions are given (eight questions for CUFSF, seven questions for CUFS, and five questions for IIIT-D style). Sixty-five users have responded to the survey.
The results are given in Table 5 . For the CUFS and CUFSF styles, our method has obtained the most votes although the difference in the user preference between our method and CA-GAN for the CUFS style is marginal. For the CUFSF style, the user preference for our method over CA-GAN is significant. It shows that our method is superior to the other methods in producing shape exaggeration. For the IIIT-D style, our method is the runner-up following StarGAN, but the difference between StarGAN and our method is marginal. It seems that people chose StarGAN as best for the IIIT-D style sketch, despite its deficiency in shape exaggeration, because the other sketches had conspicuous artifacts such as missing face parts.
E. MULTI-STYLE SKETCH SYNTHESIS
Different from other methods, StarGAN and our method are a single generator and discriminator network that can synthesize multiple style sketches for a given input photo. As can be seen in Fig. 1 , the performance difference between our method and StarGAN appears more apparent. Our results better reflect the target sketch style. StarGAN results show deficiency, especially in shape exaggeration. For example, StarGAN's IIIT-D style sketches in the 5th and 6th rows are very close to the input photo because it failed to change the shape.
F. SKETCH SYNTHESIS ON REAL WORLD PHOTOS
We have further tested our network and other sketch synthesis methods on real world photos. Fig. 6 shows the synthesis results. As experiments at Section IV-D, [14] and PS 2 -MAN and StarGAN have failed to generate plausible sketches. CA-GAN has synthesized plausible CUFS and CUFSF style sketches, but it has failed to synthesize plausible IIIT-D style sketches. For every target style, our network has produced plausible face sketches of given real world photo. However, if there is a dark object or shadow in the background, it becomes hair or makes artifact in the resulting sketches. This happens because we have trained our network using training data without background.
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented an efficient network of a single pair of generator and discriminator that successfully synthesizes sketches of a desired target style. In spite of being a single pair of generator and discriminator, its synthesized sketches show sketch quality comparable to state-of-the-art sketch synthesis methods which only deal with a single style sketch.
